
Access / Egress Passenger terminal
processes

Dashboard / Apps
API rest / Web

services

Ground transport system

Transport smart card data,
ticketing data, traffic counts,

GPS tracts, etc.

Air transport system

Airport layout, departure &
arrival times, on-block/off-block

times, gate allocation, etc.

Personal mobile devices

Mobile phone data, mobile
apps, etc.

Airport passenger data

Wi-Fi / beacons data, boarding
pass data, cameras, etc.
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Integration of developed models for a full view of the Passenger
Activity-Travel Diaries.
Implementation of a set of KPIs which will be used to perform what-if
analysis and collaboratively decide on the best course of action.

In its vision for Europe in 2050, the European Commission establishes
the goal that "90% of travelers within Europe are able to complete
their journey, door-to-door within 4 hours". Achieving this vision
calls for enhanced modal integration. 
Major progress has been made through the definiton of the Airport
Collaborative Decision-Making and Total Airport Management concepts,
but the passenger access and egress legs are still out of the
picture.

Data generated by personal mobile devices and different airport sensors for
the Modelling of passenger terminal processes (kerb to gate and gate to
kerb)
Data generated by personal mobile devices and the ground transport
system for the Modelling of passenger access and egress (door-to-kerb
and kerb-to-door)

Development of algorithms and predictive models for the reconstruction,
simulation and forecasting of passenger flows from:

The goal of IMHOTEP is to develop a concept of operations and a set of
data analysis methods, predictive models and decision support tools that
allow information sharing, common situational awareness and
real-time collaborative decision-making between airports and
ground transport stakeholders.

Demonstration and evaluation

Propose a new ConOps that extends the Airport CDM process to include airport access and egress modes by involving the ground transport stakeholders.

Integrated Multimodal Airport Operations for Efficient Passenger Flow Management

Identification, collection and preprocessing of
relevant data sources for the reconstruction of
the passenger journey.
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METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION OBJECTIVE

Demonstrate, validate and evaluate both the IMHOTEP concept of operations and the newly developed tools through a set of case studies with Palma de
Mallorca and London City airports as final users
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Passenger Activity-Travel Diaries examples

Data collection and preparation

Modelling & short-term forecasting of passenger flows

Development of the IMHOTEP ConOps and definition of case studies

Development of decision support toolset


